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"The thoughtful soul to solitude retires."
Omar Kayyar.:
In this paper the v^riter aims to give a clear
picture of our local universe , that which we call our
galaxy. The general trend of the approach will he
descriptive , based on data available at the present
time. In the first chapter some of the more pertinent
principles of physics will be discussed briefly .S^ext
,
the nature of the contents of the galactic system
will be considered,followed by a few elementary facts
about the system,based on earlier observations. The
material that lies between the stars is then taxen up
in some detail.
After this introductory discussion,we shall be
ready to taxe up the more complex features of the
system in chapters on the motions of the stars and on
the concept of rotation.
At the end, it is only natural to try to put all
the material we have gathered into one composite
picture of our galaxy.As this is done and the picture
is formed, time scale .evolution and future all become
prominent .Although these latter are subject to mainly
theoretical conjecture , in many instances there are
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it worth while presenting here

IA FEW PERTINENT PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES
”How long, how long, In infinite pursuit
Of this and that endeavor and dispute. ••
Omar Kayyam
Most textbooks of general physics are sub-
divided into sections on Mechanics, Sound, Electric-
ity and Magnetism, Heat and Light. In this intro-
duction we shall touch upon the three latter, and
outline their bearing on galactic problems. Mechan-
ics, as Dynamics, and conclusions arrived at by use of
electron theory will be presented later in the paper.
In attempting to cover so x^lde a scope, many important
points v/lll necessarily be hastily passed over, and
others omitted altogether.
Sound alone is omitted, although it is undoubt-
edly present in the form of waves in many regions of
space. It is hard to imagine these cataclysmic explo-
sions of stars (Novae) iwithout the accompaniment of
sound vibrations in the surrounding medium, but, as
yet, sound itself has no direct astronomical impor-
tance.
Light and Heat
Almost all our knowledge of Astronomy is due
/directly to the study of light and It^s phenomena.
Ilii/' Oijq nX .jjrrol ^-yi-L-X woK“
.e^.vqe^C'. ‘'io\^6d.Ui-'i SfA'S f>n.s aids *t0
XPoO
-diis ^'j'c ?0i8Y»iq X-c^one^ lo tscK
“Ot-r^Dci:' j. .i«o€ ,i»oX«£rio3M nc eiaoX^o®? o^cii 6t»i)j;viJb
l frid? nl
. n;^iJ i>ni^ jfesH jjni?
‘i-:' ntoqt/ doi*o;t II.v;48 9^ nvlioiat
-ar^ifiooK ?rloT^: olio^is^^ ao 'xisdJ o/.il^Kro
Jc e?i.' \;u .tr ^Qvi'T'i^ Qnol!Ms£r.itico bn -i .uoifiur.xQ as ,ooJl
r -fiCAq ni jh^^fiar orTr ®d Iliv aoriToeX:-
^^J:^a3'’lOwZ .* a£»iv or: 'fe^oo o^ al
.o-;fHa>ir: \iXlcft/3Ji acf >^ii'A3aj5©o'9(i XXi'fi' a^rtiov]
8;,^oi^Xj3 e*j9/i^o
•^touvbtw E.i wi ^s^^J^ft^J•o uj •^noX^ ^nwo€
^0 a^ioXB^t nl e^yay to cnnt nl ^noct^ u )cX£if)
«0.CqX5 Dlrdsy£:>^^^-} arX^sf^vX ocf b^jirt pX . ‘n%*c
j;o JiiamXiT«rnjrai>6 oriX (^(iVoK) aiia^ta io acidic
8>; ^j'ud .ffujlboii ^nXbni/o'n/je eri^ nX srstX^tjB'icfXv .^;f^iJoa




' et/b el yrxjdo'icfeA iijc: Xlft JsoAil/v
.jnciamerfa/k; a'**;?! i>nju jrri^i'iX *<3 \;fj(i»cfs “^dxJ oX x.f^iS'TXjo
Basically, the differentiated universe sends
out light signals which we catch on photographic emulsions.
The study of the images on these emulsions covers the hulk
of observational astronomy, to which even the theoretical
astronomer must turn for confirmation.
Wc must first familiarize ourselves with the
creation of li^t rays. In the old conception of the
atom, which is no longer held, the electron travelled
around the nucleus in certain prescribed orbits. Today
the electron is regarded as a convenient mathematical
concept, and the idea of orbits has been replaced by one
of energy levels or quantum states. If an electron falls
from a hi^ energy state to one of low energy, there will
be an excess of energy and this will be given off as
electro-magnetic radiation. If the reverse should occur,
that is, the electron forced from a low to a hi^ energy
state, the atom would absorb energy, and at a frequency
corresponding to the change of energy in the atom.
We believe that li^t is sent out in packets
of energy, called quanta. Each energy change issues a
characteristic quantum, v;hich v/e measure in Angstrom
1
units, and call wave-lengths.
1. The energy change is really measured in terms of the
resulting frequency which is then related to cm. by
means of the familiar relation.
eai&Vafu; bod'siinc-'itjllli) eri^ ^Y-^lBolsjaH
. 3itolaIiJEje cldqe^o:^cjiq no rlod'Jio by/ rfoixiw al anj^iB ctL'O
|
xls/ci arfd* B'ievoo BaolBliiie enerf^t no aegBrni sn'J- lo vJbrcta onT
|i IjBoId’O'iosdtf Bdcf nev9 doldv: lY^cno'ScJas lo
I
.noitfj^TOilnoo 'icl ninrf- d’anirr ^lenmo'icfajo
[
orfct ddtvf 3evJea*ixfC esb'ietllGJJBl jaii:! vanm ei/V
I
odd lo “wldueonoo Mo odd nl rlrrjiill lo noi^t/^orto
il
i
jbe.fj'evp'id' no^t^oel© stld ,fcfo:I t:6j?uo.C on bI ciotdw ^mod&
YRi"©’!' .56di'^*oa©'rq nlsd-i&o n> eueLoxm edd Jbnno'ijG
iBoi^/'finierJd-ar.'r c^rrolnevnoo ja au beJbiBgen: e.l ctoYidoeLe edd
'{ 3rio beoJBlqo'i need a^ri a^lcfio lo jbo&I srid brig ,dqoonoo
' sII&J. :to*idoolo na II •aedBu’s mlf/Birp alov&I
•i
nix' B'£&dd cd edBda xB'teno ngi:rf b aio*!!
bb llo a©vi:g eo IXIv a.trfjt bnn xSienB lo aaeoxe ttB acf
i
^'ijLrooo M;,forL3 ea'iovoi orr^l II rfoIlBi’bBi old’errsec-C'iuoel©
l!
-^noro rfsirf b od wol s rao'il 6©o'jco1 xio'Xc^oele eril nsl
Yoner^cnl b %1b ban dic-edB Mnov; nrolB ejid
I .'ncdB 9/ld rrl •^;;gieire lo e^ ijorfo orid od ^nlbncqae'i'ioo
}
3 ‘ Rle:Io.eq nl djio dn(^B ai drtgXX dBi'ftf ©veil ad ©VV
I B 8©l'8bI aarfBdo Yp/xon© rionJtf ..adn^np beXIao ^v^neae lo
!
if{0 ‘id?rj,/i’A ni o'ljj-aijettr ev' .riblrfw ^nxi^-dniSJLrp oidaX'zedoB'iarlo
1
. axidgnal-ovfiw IIbo bns ^edlfw
,1
odd lo rti be'trn.cem vIIbp^ si ©;5jnfi.rr.o ^x^*xene edT .X
yJ • cd beiTBl©’! ner/d al doldw v^one^ pe^il ^nldlnoon:
nolduXe*! ‘laXIlfirsl odd lo saBoni
Here on earth we suffer a great handicap,
scientifically, for our atmosphere limits the range of
observable wave-lengths, cutting out all radiation of
less than about A 2900, and^ causing heavy absorption
bands in the infra red. The latter effect is due to the
water vapor.
1
A. new field, the study of wave lengths of the
order of meters, has yielded positive results to the
test for galactic static. This will be mentioned
later In the section on the interstellar medium.
Ae we might suspect, atoms of different
substances have different energy levels, and therefore,
the energy changes due to the electronic transitions vary
from one type of atom to the next, or from electron to elec-
tron within an atom, or even from different energy levels
of the same electron. The result is that each atom
radiating or absorbing li^t does so in its own
characteristic wave-lengths, which are the same for all
other atoms of the same kind, and under che same
conditions. It is because of this that we are able to
identify elements partaking in radiation.
H. T. Priis and C. B. Fcld&nan, B&ll Tech. J. 16^,33^7,
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After the telescope Itself, the spectrograph
(Fig-* 1 ) Is undoubtedly the most important astronomical
instrument, for with it we are able to analyze li^t*^
The spectrograjdi usually consists of a narrow slit on
which falls the radiation* The rays pass throu^ the
slit and are made parallel by a collimating lens*
These parallel rays then fall upon a dispersing medium
such as a grating or a prism* After being dispersed,
they are focussed on the photographic plate by a
telescope* The picture then shows an image of the slit
in each wave-length* By what has been said before, we
realize that we can identify the kind of atoms that
are radiating or absorbing, but that is far from all
we can learn from an analysis of a spectrum*.
One of the most useful relationships istliat
called the Boppler effect* Motion in the line of sl^t
causes a shift of wave-length toward the red or violet,
depending upon whether the relative motion of the
observer and source is recession or approach* For
any wave-length, the amount of shift is proportional
to the velocity of the motion*
If an atom loses an electron, it is said to
be ionized* Atoms may be singly, etc.
ionized, depending upon the number of electrons they
noqn orisj- ^1;I-38ui: aqoi^aelad- ajciJ ic^tA
liieii ?-nc*ic^Si3 cfniKl-’’xoqmi :f ioir. o;u-f *:j:£)?'o-Jj’jo^)";.' ai ( I .sJfB')
:32-\:.i:ja::i3 ocf alcfi-^ e-ix: 3w ji; *101 «:tr
f£0 J-xX^ .vo'ii.cn 3 lo arico r>oqa a-..
or>j- iipro'ixii aaaq »nGld-£ii>£i e.icf cll^l iixojrfv;
. «x:oI gnicfBarXiloo jb -^^cf i:©Xl3'i£!q- orcB bi:&
f£:;;J:> );>in :gn.ia'i6.;2i£) jb Afocxj c^cv:^ axB'j: fali.f.afiq
,
giXXed 'xc a e£? To; •.-;
fi e^alq ol’rCq*i'x:^ocJ-cifq Siicf no be^:-i.ft}<yX QiJi vauX
d’iXa offct Xo e^j^ml: xu; avxcxfa nor(o e*xiri?oIc^ ?^xiT .eqortale^
9W ^OlGloCf .bJ'JBQ X;Oao Barf Cf.'Jxfw ''jf: , ilv^gf;S I - 3 V’ BIV iiOi^v
8noJ3 Xc CiiX'a ari^t I'lIcfnofjJ!: r:Bf» e*- rff ^ asilisoi
JXa irro'tl 'XA'l: ai d'tJO’ ,‘;xricj‘XcsciAi ‘xo ^^nX^aXIxj'X
. .xqcf.Ov.-.'::’^. e Xo its r^rii n-^cxtaX aso ov,-
:?.£irf rf B.t Bv Ir^oa;/ :teoxxt ax'/ '•lo oxiO
to anil ;>a/ ni i c-l/o:’ • -oe't'io •ioXq'L,o'( o.'/ £)aIXx3B
^v'aXoXv ‘xo br*x'<* 'r;- oqxrVQX ->,<veYf ‘'-j ij’t'f-n * aaajjjB’o
3i;rf rrcX/ox?' 9vI:t/5Jo^; ‘'ce/';/9rfv; r:i ,>.* 5: ' xhr.'aqefi*
'io'X .noBC'^xqqxj ‘lo nrleseo&rr :>A aru fxP ioi .< ‘ do
X eac I /‘jr fO‘jq ei rflirfs Ir ed:^ . -f vsvr -^rta
-not/ojr: arfvt lo ^sio cX
orf ,, XX tic- aX /.c tHCi/oaXa nB aescX xtcXb rr.p. tl
./'/a t ‘xy r “ a oX yb>'^ acfOctA .X:sif;oi oci
Y9vi:f 3/:t i/oola Xo '^rirx.ct arf/ rrf.^xr gBjnnaqaJb ..'©sXfr'*:
have lost— (one, two, etc.). The spectrum of an
ionized atom is entirely different from the spectrum
of the same atom in its normal state.
Megh Nad Saha, Indian physicist, devised a
I
most Important relationship, i.e. that the proportion
of ionized atoms of a substance may be written f(T,P)
provided that the energy absorbed in the process of
ionization is known. This energy is termed the
ionization potential. (T, is Temperature, P, is
pressure) So if our source shows ionization, we can
consider its state as a function of the Temperature
and Pressure. (Fig. 2)
Planck's law of black body radiation (Fig. 3)
and Vein's law, derivable from it, give us the data
to determine the temperature of the source in a great
many cases.
Pressure and temperature show effects on the
width of spectral lines but it is extremely hard to
get good qualitative results on astronomical objects
this way, so many other effects tend to mask the
results.
It is interesting to note here that one of
the true values in plowing out to astronomical depths
in space is in avoiding the extraordinary conditions
that are present in our terrestrial laboratories. In
Ito ioju-idoeqa c.;'iT .(.0^9 ,cv’^ ,.jno}
—
i?.oi ov.-'d
iTiL'*ij 09gG 9*1^ :^as'rerxib \L^yiliao al moas b^^Anol
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space we deal with matter in a normal state. We must
remember that most of the matter in the galaxy, or
the universe, is at a temperature of the order of
millions of degrees, and effectively all that isn't,
is highly ionized because of low, low pressures,
where free electrons have several astronomical units^
for their mean free paths. In contrast, we on earth
are faced with finite pressures and temperatures al-
most at absolute zero, where our atoms cling to most
all their electrons, hiding their skeletons under
this electron shell armor.
Magnetism
Magnetic forces have been shown to exist on
the sun, and thus it is most natural to assume their
presence on other stars, not necessarily all stars,
of course.
Richardson, of Mt, Wilson used a polarizing
device made up of a Nlcol prism over which was laid
mica strips, each 2mm wide. 2 The principle sections
of each strip were set normal to the strip next to it,
and all strips were inclined 45® to the slit of the
spectrograph. With this set-up he obtained a recog-
1. 1 a.u. 92,870,000 miles.
2. Mica acts as a quarter wave plate.
^rV/ tor a ni •lacfJ'sri riwjV 9w s>ofl<'f3
•10
^
.-.riT ,'T.( ‘i=)j 3 cci axicr "to cT^o® ^,0.1^ 'csdooras'i
'^0
‘I&X)'SC :5:-.r l:c s-xu^.r^'y^^ - Js al ,oe-7.Qvlfii.' /y/i^
iv’nsi If.B YXovX^o^Ato Ona ^ ‘^aft'x:^s/3 to 3aoiII.’in
vo.r ,rfol‘ 'to 9a?.'iiQ0G
r
R«.^-i.nL'
-20 Xj 'isvod oviiii SfiC'iJc*s?X'3 g^>'i i
xluTB© no G’'-^ ,:T)3 y'^ tnoo nl ,aiiuec ooit noom iXeriJ -lOx
-£5 3 »‘ijjta'X8 Gfi:s£ bna •. 'i~ aXinXt i-^sTiw iiisoal o'ls
uSoiTi C't cV'-£Xs ano-ta ’icr^ 3 xsrtw ,c'i8.'s 9 tifIcG/.;.d taar.
'loStiL- 'i/s/it anlijXil TXGriw+
.•lox'ia XIoria :iciJooXs aXxlJ-
-10 JaXxi. o-t ir/;X.cia n^ec' av.otl riScyicl oXJenonM
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The splitting Into oompoaenta cf speotrai lines
or a source, when that souroc is rlaced in a mgnetic
field, is called the .-.eejrian e.ix’oot •:?ho ^ceiiam
effect con be explained on the basis of the classical
thoorj*The result io a triplet whe.i aci’oas ti-e
field, the outer co:^i-ouoiiti 5 aro pla,ae j oi'^rlaed la a
;'iiue p.erpiudioiiiar to the field, tne central component
i-ol:irl 3 od in * -'lane para-lci to the fleid.VicwQd alun^
the field, thero are tvao coEix^oncxit a,circular!/ polar isccl
in transverse direct ions* The anotvaaouu effect is more
00 moa.ajid also more oorapicn-
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nlzable Zeeman effect (Fig. 4 and exp.) from which
he obtained a value of from 30-55 gauss for the
general magnetic field of the sun.
Earlier, Hale's work on sun spots showed that
they had marked polarities and obeyed certain selec-
tion rules as regards the type of polarity. In some
sun spots, field intensities of nearly 5000 gauss
have been observed.
Whipple has taken the effect of the sun's
magnetic field into consideration in the computation
of the orbits of periodic comets and also meteor
swarms with some degree of success.
In 1913 Stark discovered the influence of an
electric field on the spectral lines of Hydrogen.
In a constant homogeneous field each line is split
up into a definite number of components. In a partly
ionized gas, each Hydrogen atom, owing to the thermal
motion of the particles, is in an electric field that
is continually varying in strength and direction; the
result is that the hydrogen lines are broadened into
bands. The well-known Humphreys and Mohler pressure
effect, the broadening of spectral lines in gases at
high pressures, can now be explained as a consequenee
of electric fields. It has been demonstrated unequlv-
:nn:i
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ocally that the Stark effect plays an important part
in stellar spectra, causing the great width of the
Hydrogen lines which appear in them.
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THE CONTENTS OF THE GALAXY
"And that Inverted bowl we call the sky,
Whereunder crawling coop’t we live and die
Lift not thy hands to It for help - for It
Rolls Impotently on as thou, or I."
Omar Kayyam
As we see It, the central plane of the galaxy
Is the milky way. All the visible stars, and count-
less more, too faint or obscured from view, are com-
ponents of our galaxy. Also the gases and dust of the
Interstellar spaces are a part of our system.
Let us first consider the stars. They are class-
ified In many ways. We shall consider three:
1. Listed In regard to Intrinsic brightness the ab-
solute magnitude, l.e. the apparent magnitude that an
object would have If placed at an empirically chosen
distance.
2. Listed In regard to apparent brlgtness the ap-
parent magnitude.
3. Classification as to spectral type. The stars
are arranged In a spectral sequence designated by
0,B,A,F,G,K,M,R,N,S, with decimal subdivisions and
other subscripts. This might be termed a classifi-
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the sequence are the hotter, the colors ranging from
bluish white to white, yellow, orange and red as we
go to the cool end of the sequence. This spectral
classification has been correlated with other phenom-
enon. Of particular Importance is the relation of
spectral type to absolute magnitude. (Fig. 5). This
relation forms a valuable distance criterion, reach-
ing out to greater depths than the more abvious geo-
metrical measures. However, it, too, falls for
greater distances, for the spectra of faint objects
are difficult things to obtain. Another means is
needed.
Not all stars remain at a constant brightness,
but vary from time to time. The Cepheid variables,
named after Cephei, one of the first of the type
discovered, and one of the most characteristic, were
observed to vary with a marked regularity. It was
later shown by Shapley that the period of the varia-
tion was directly related to the absolute magnitude
of the star. (Fig. 6). This has allowed us to reach
new depths of space, and for this paper, limited to
the study of the galaxy, Cephelds give us our most
far-reaching tool.
M. Schwarzschild has recently attacked the
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problem^ of Cephelds, regarding them as pulsating stars.
The frequency of vibration, in the case of a plucked
violin string, depends upon the mass and length of the
vibrating segment. In the case of the star, the latter
is the radius. It can be shown that the luminosity of
a star can be regarded as a function of mass and radius
so that qualitatively, it is not hard to see that after
Schwarzschild worked out the dynamics of the system, he
was able to relate theorejiitically the period of pulsa
tion to the luminosity. Observations tend to uphold
Schwarzschild' s work with a most remarkable degree of
correlation.
Stars are not always found as units in the
galactic system. Many Instances of double stars,
triple stars, and multiple star systems are known.
Some stars including our sun, move in groups, called
clusters. Even clusters vary, some being loosely-knit
irregular a.ffairs, while others are compact and sym-
metrical. The former are spoken of as open clusters
and contain only a few stars as compared with the
latter, the compact globular clusters.
A few unusual objects, called planetary nebulae,
exist. Through the older telescopes they appeared to
have planet-like disks and so were named planetaries. (Fig. 7)
1. Unpublished.
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The nuclei of the planetary nebulae are stars of the
early spectral types ( OdcB, ); the very hot stars,
around which Is a ring or shell of gas, excited by the
central star to radiate. The diameter of the average
planetary nebulae Is of the order of 10,000 light years.
There are between 100 and 150 known.
It is Interesting to compare this with estimates
of the number of stars in the galaxy. 47,000,000,000
by Kapteyn, 200,000,000,000 times the mass of the sun
Is the mass of the galaxy according to Smart. These
figures agree remarkably well considering that they
were arrived at by such different methods. Kapteyn
interpolated data of star counts. Smart took his value
from dynamical considerations. We regard the sun as
just an average star (GO type) in about all respects,
and so at first glance it appears that the values dif-
fer by about a factor of four, but if we remember that
far from all the mass of the galaxy is in the stars,
we can reduce the factor to the order of two, which is
in good agreement.
From a look at direct photographs (Fig. 8) the
presence of an interstellar medium is quite apparent.
Bright and dark clouds that we call diffuse and dark
nebulae are seen all along the milky way.
Questions as to the extent of the medium.
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whether it permeates the entire system or whether it is
confined to those clouds we can see, are in order. The
answer is that the interstellar gashes and dust, al-
though distinctly two different things, are found
together throughout the entire central plane of the
galaxy. The medium is detectable only spectroscopically
by the light it absorbs.
The bright and dark nebulae are fundamentally
the same, the only difference being that hot stars
excite the one to a luminous state, while there are no






. 6720; the "Ring Nebula" in Lyra .This is the best known
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Photograph of the central plane of the milky way in the
region of Ophiuchus .The irrejgularity of the stellar
distribution is quite apparent .The dark lanes to the left
are not due to a deficiency of stars, but to the presence
of a dark obscuring medium lying betv/een us and the stars.
The diffuse nebulosity in the center of the picture is an
indication of the presence of stars imbedded in the medium.
ikAj
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“With them the seed of wisdom did I sow
And with ray own hand labour'd it to grow.”
Omar Kayyam.
The milky way is seen to be a continuous band
of countless stars, surrounding us. We see that it is
not quite a great circle, but that the central line of
this band is about one degree off from that. Looking
away from the milky way one sees fewer stars until at
a point 90^ from it there are very few in comparison,
and the faintly luminous background present at the
milky way is totally absent.
From these facts we conclude that the sun, (for,
galactically speaking, the earth and sun are in the
same position) lies very nearly in the central plane of
a highly flattened system of stars. ^ As one half of the
milky way is brighter than the other, we believe that
we are not near the center of the system, but that the
center is off toward the more luminous section of the
milky way. We see few stars, looking from the milky
way plane 90°, because we are looking out the short
dimension of the system.
Shapley made studies of the globular clusters.
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clusters, each containing thousands of stars. He found
about a hundred of these in our system, but all of them
were in one half of the sky. Shapley then worked out
their distances from the Cepheid variables in them.
The next note of importance was that these objects did
not adhere to the central plane of the system as every-
thing else was doing.
Shapley believed that as these clusters were the
most massive objects that were thought to belong to
the galactic system, they must have a fundamental
bearing upon its structure. He was, we believe, correct,
for the system of globular clusters is now considered
as the framework on which the structure of the galaxy
is hung.
The globular clusters were found to be in an
almost spherical system of their ov;n. The center of this
system was geometrically found to be in the direction of
galactic longitude 325° at a distance of 30,000 parsecs
according to Shapley.^
1
. 1 parsec = 3.26 light years.
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Fig.
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Tyi^lcal globular cluster,M 13 .Thar© aro aa?!© hundred of thosn
raaaalve objects that liavo been found In our galaxy.Sstliaates
|
place t^e nusabor of stars In a globular cluster as upwax^Js
of 50, 000. It Is believed that these clusters fora t; e back-
bone of the galaxy.
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“There was a door to which I found no key,
There was a veil past which I could not see.”
Omar Kayyam
Trumpler worked on the idea of a possible loss
of light in interstellar space. His investigations
have appeared during the past decade in the Astrophysi-
cal Journal and show conclusively that there is a light
loss. Thus the apparent magnitudes of the cepheids
that Shapley had used in determining the size of the
galaxy were not applied correctly, faintness that had
been considered as due to distance alone was found to
be due to absorbtion in the interstellar medium as well
as distance. The functional relationship of the two is
discussed later.
The particles that lie between the stars, for
the most part, vary all the way from electrons and
atoms to meteoric particles the size of a pinhead.
It has been found that visual light is most
effectively scattered by particles from one tenth to
ten times the wave length of light in size.^ This
causes not only a dimming, but a reddening of light
—
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tlvely scattered. This causes a double effect on direct
photographs, for the emulsion is most sensitive to blue
light, and so the dimming of the image on the plate is
due to a dimming of the object, plus a reddening of the
object. The reddening of starlight is observed and so
we know that the loss of light is not due to large par-
ticles. Large particles would block off light to cause
dimming, but there would be no reddening. The knowledge
of the average particle size of the interstellar medium
has all been derived from the study of the space redden-
ing of distant galactic objects.
Stebbins, Huffer and Whitford in a series of
recent articles in the Ap.J. arrive conclusively at the
result that interstellar absorption is irregular, and
no one determination will apply to all regions. Beals^
in a study of the motions of the interstellar gas, finds
in some cases, the Interstellar lines that ordinarily
are single, become double. The only logical interpreta-
tion to present itself is that there is more than one
source and that their radial velocities differ enough
to allow the Doppler effect to separate the lines of
each source. Beals suggests that the medium may be
composed of individual clouds of the order of 200 parsecs
in size. Spitzer, Whipple and others accept this view
1. M.N. 96,661, 1936; Ap.J. 87,568, 1938
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of frequent small clouds in random motions. As yet
there has been no attempt to explain the motions of the
clouds or as to how the motions could be maintained.
Littleton and Hoyle in their famous paper attempted to
explain stellar radiation by accretion of this medium,
but their results are not too highly regarded and can-
not be used on the stability problem of chance encoun-
ters.
To the writer the question arises as to the
dynamic stability of the individual clouds in a state
of random motions, which would mean chance encounters,
a passing of one cloud through another, along with the
gravitational forces set up by near or encountered stars,
the galaxy as a whole, and the forces set up by rapid
rotation of the galaxy as a whole. (Rotation is men-
tioned in anticipation and with apologies) In a medium
of low density and low viscosity, with so many per-
turbing forces, the failure of the clouds to tend toward
merging after a few revolutions will require explanation.
G-reenstein^ worked on the extinction of radi-
ation from a theoretical approach, and Spitzer has
followed along in two yet unpublished papers on the
physical characteristics of the medium.
1 . H.C. 422
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The problem of Its effect is really one of the most com-
plex and bothersome in the field# It can be attacked
observationally only Indirectly, and then the irregular-
ities of the medium itself tend to mask the results.
Spitzer^ adopts a value agreeing with Greenstein
-25 -3
of 10 gms*cm for the density of the medium. A sub-
stantial fraction of this is in the form of metallic
-5
particles of various radii ranging around 10 cm. (dust)
and the rest neutral and ionized atoms and molecules,
(gas)
2Oort dynamically arrived at the density of
space in the neighborhood of the sun. If we take his
value and subtract the density of the region due to
-24 -3
the known stars, the result is 3.10 gms.cm. for an
upperllmlt, which agrees with the above value.
Wilson and Merrill observed the strength of
the Interstellar D line. (The strength of a spectral
line depends in part upon the number of atoms that are
forming it.) Taking objects at known distances and
measuring the D line gave them the space density of
sodium. They modified their result to allow for
ionization of some Na. atoms which, therefore, were
not contributing to the D line. The result was a space
1. Unpublished
2. B.A.N. 238, 1932
3. Ap.J.86,44, 1937
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density of l.l.lO gms.cm. for Na* at the assumed
electron density* Dunham theoretically arrived at an
agreeing density and indicated a ratio of Na* to Ca.
atoms in space of 3500:1, His value for the number of
^ree electrons in space, determined from the energy
-3
density of the Interstellar radiation is 10 cm.
If the short wave radio signals that have been
P
received from the interstellar regions csin be attri-
buted to free free" electron transitions, a figure
compatible with the observations is one electron per
cubic cm,
•z
Spltzer, in another more recent paper,
arrives at the following theoretical results: there
is considerably more H than any other element (as is
true almost without exception for all astronomical
-24 -3
objects). The H density is 1.6.10 gms.cm. (1 atom
per cubic cm.) The dust density is of the order of
-25 ^3
10 gms.cm*
In a determination of the absorbing effect of
the medium, difficulties arise, particularly in the
distance determinations. Nesir the sun, ^ere
geometrically, distances can be determined accurately,
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results. Then, too, we have no assurance but that the
immediate neighborhood might be in a zone of no absorp-
tion, or of greater than average absorption. To get to
any greater distances, at which the irregular distribu-
tion effects will be somewhat smoothed out, all the
criteria we have mentioned will fail, for they depend
upon apparent magnitude ^loh is affected in a manner
that we don’t know, by that which we are trying to find.
R. E. Wilson^ arrives at a value of the co-
efficient of absorption that is regarded as one of the
best determinations to date. The method he used is
one of trial and error, ^nvolvlng galactic rotation
concepts. The details of this will be discussed under
the section on galactic rotation. He arrives at an
average value of the coefficient of absorption of the
medium of 0.65 a 0.06 mag. Ailoparsec for the visual
light and probably not more than 0.1 mag.Apc, greater
for photographic magnitudes.
1 Ap.J. 92, 197, 1940
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STELLAR MOTIONS
"Awake I for morning In the bowl of night
Has flung the stone that puts the stars to flight."
Omar Kayyam
The stars are moving throughout space. Each
star has a peculiar motion of its own. When it was
,
noticed that some stars near together in the sky had
motions in the same direction and with like velocity,
it aroused scientific curiosity. Investigations showed
that stars often, although not the usual thing, travel
in groups or clusters. This similarity of motions is
the way in which we recognize the members of an open
cluster. The better known clusters include the Taurus,
Ursa Major, Perseus, Scoirplus, Centaurus, Pleiades,
Praesepe and Coma Berenices groups.
We can observe two motions of the stars; across
the line of sight (proper motion) by study of change
of position with respect to "stationary" stars, and by
photographs taken a few years apart, and (radial motion)
along the line of sight, by means of the Doppler shift.
When v/e take a general average of the stellar
motions, we do not find random motion as we at first
might suspect. The first, and most noticeable residual
to be accounted for, we attribute to the motion of the
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sun through space* Determinations have been made of the
solar motion from data of both proper motions and radial
velocities* The results agree tolerably and give a
velocity of 19 km/sec* toward right ascension 18 hoiirs
and declination +28 (Hercules-Lyra region)
Out of the data corrected for solar motion,
we note four leading peculiarities In the motions of
the stars* First, they show a tendency to move along
a particular axis In space rather than at right angles
to it, called the preferential motion or star streaming*
Second, there is a marked correlation between the
physical characteristics (spectral) of the stars and
their velocities* Third, and seemingly most unusual,
all the stars going with high velocities are headed
In the same direction* Fourth, a general effect that
we can list as due to rotation*
Preferential motion, or streaming of the
stars Is toward antipodal verlces at R*A*6^7® Deo + 20®
and R*A.18^°^ Dec*-20®, both of which are In the
central plane of the galaxy*
As this Is hardly likely to be a purely local
phenomenon, we are led to regard star streaming as a
general dynamical characteristic of the galactic system
as a ;diole* The observed direction of one vertex
translated Into galactic coordinates as at 1 - 343®,
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Mwhich differs by 18° from the value that we have pre-
vioulsy hinted at for the galactic center. This devla
tion is one of the features of galactic structure that
still calls for explanation and interpretation.
The mean radial velocity of the stars, if we
consider the sign, does not vanish as in the case of
random motions, but has a positive residual. This is
particularly large if we consider the general field
0 and B stars. For the present we shall without reason,
term the residual the K term.
Nordstrom^ found the K term for local B stars
to be +4,6km/sec. + o,3.Plaskett and Pearce ^ in a
publication fundamental in Importance on this subject,
attempted to explain the average red shift, which the
positive K terra means, by a relativity shift due to
the massive early type stars. The relativity shift
they determined was 1.3km. /sec. leaving a positive
3,3kra/sec. of the K terra unexplained. This phenomenon
of the local early type stars is not yet satisfactorily
explained.
1. Lund Meddel, II 79, 1936
2, Pub, Dorn Obs, 5,4, 277, 1936
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'"A moment’s lialt « a momentary taste
Of being from the vfoXl smld the waste
And lol - the phantom oaravan has reach’d
The nothing it set out from • Oh,ma&Q haste i*'
Omar Hayyom
The flattened shape of cur galaxy la suggestive
of rotation, and this Idea h^iS been carried out by Oort
and LindbXmd from a study of stellar motions*
Oort has introduced a fundamental formula for
the study of radial velooities in a state of differential
rotatlon*As l^uxwell years ago had shown that the solid
ring was unstable in rotation, the first guess as to the
galactic rotation would Involve a planetary type.Oort’s
fonnuia is, ^ Z1 » r Aq sin 2(1 - 1q) 003 b K
where T is the mean radial velocity for a group of objects
due to a differential rotation,? is their mean distance
from the sun.Ao is Oort's constant ,which Is the measure of
the increase of tangular velocity as ^se go nearer the center
of the syatemi or decrease, as we go farther away ) if there
is planetary liiie rotation*( Fig* 10 ) In a concrete
definition,
A
q is the measure of the change of radial
velocity in ioQ./aec* by & differential galactic rotation
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t •1''^ to )ffl04oto “to
Jl is the galactic longitude of the Object and 1q the
longitude of the center of the galaxy (325°), b Is tne
galactic latitude which conveniently drops out of the
formula when we deal with the galactic plane, and K,
the aforementioned K term, a constant to reduce the
residual radial velocity of the group to zero.
It is to be noted in the following discussions
in which the theory of a differential rotation is
tested, that the folloxflng difficulties arise. The
peculiar motions and distributions of most types of
objects with known radial velocities render fA as un-
certain.
Near the sun r is fairly determinable, but group
and peculiar motions usually completely mask rA and if
not the values of A from Aq r ^ which is approaching
r
indeterminancy, are unreliable. When r is large, the
data becomes scarce, and the data are largely dependent
upon an absolute-apparent magnitude correlation, where
any phenomenon affecting magnitude will enter into
“Photometric distances”.
Perhaps the most complete investigation of the
A term has been made by R, E. Wilson^ v:hich we shall
go over here. Other investigations of the A term have
p
been carried out by Oort with a study of B stars,
2. B.A.N. 3,275, 1937
1. Ap.J 92. 170 1940
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» • Q 9 »
a Orbital velocities of stars revolving about the galactic
center in differential rotation,
a* Relative orbital velocities of stars about the galactic
center.
Component of motion in the line of sight , illustrating
the harmonic nature of the Oort constant,as well as
its directional characteristics. Ideally ,Aq would be
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cephelds and a few c stars, (c stars are giants)
Plaskett and I’earce^ by use of 0 and B stars and Inter-
stellar calcium, Merrill and Sanford^ using Interstellar
*7.
material and Joy with cephelds. The corellation of
group values of rA is lacking in these investigations,
ranging from 19.9 at 0.5 kpc. to 6,8 at 5.5 kpc. This
failure can be attributed to absorption. The values
of the A constant as obtained by the above Investigations
are respectively 19;15,540.9;14,8;14.0,
Wilson used four classes of data, cephelds,
non-cepheid c stars, 0 and B stars, and stars v;lth
interstellar lines in their spectra, to limit the
aforementioned difficulties to a minimum. Most of his
data he took from the above investigations, correcting
all velocities for solar motion. The data was then
divided and subdivided into first shells of various
distances and theni zones of 15° of longitude, and smoothed
by taking means of o verlapplng 30° zones. Considering
that we are dealing with the galactic plane, V is ex-
pressed in the formula as a simple harmonic double
wave terra, the amplitude of which Increases with the
distance, rA is a result of observation, and independent
of all assiimptions other than that V can be expressed in
1. Mn94, 679, 1934
2. Ap. J. 87, 118, 1938
3. Ap. J. 89, 356, 1939
if.'.
I
the above manner. Because of the lack of observations
In the southern half of the galaxy, the data there was
averaged with zones 180° distant to give a single In-
stead of the actual double sine curve.
It might be well here to Insert a note on second
order terms. For quite obvious geometric reasons the
zero points of differential rotation effect on radial
velocities are 90° from the galactic center near the
sun, but move toward the center as the distance from
the sun Increases, The other second order 'tgfw. that
we might mention In passing, Isthe failure of the
angular rotation to hold constant with Increasing dis-
tance from the galactic center. In Investigations
carried out so far, no one has gone to sufficient dis-
tance to warrant the Inclusion of second order terms,
or to note any discordant value, fue to the failure to
allow for them.
As we omit the second order terms, Aq may be
regarded as constant. Prom the above data sources,
Wilson found Aq to decrease with Increasing distance.
This meant that either the theory Is wrong and A^
would not be constant or, that the distances Increase
too rapidly. This latter In the light of previous
discussion seems to be preferable. The wide variety of
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results over limited fields In this sjid other discussions
of the problem may then be taken as a proof of the Irreg-
ularity of the absorbing media,
Wilson tries two methods of expressing the non-
linear correlation of r and T A in a linear correlation,
assuming first that a, the absorption per klloparsec, is
non-unlfonn but that over the large field the effects
are washed out; and second, that we know nothing about
a, and plot A against distance and get an empirical
relationship to determine Aq. The solution arrived at
by use of the second assumption can be shown as satis-
factory statistically while the first assumption does
not give a statistically correct result. From the
second assumption, we can determine the distance
correction to be made and write in the absorption co-
efficient necessary to cause this. The values given
are: A = 17.7 + 0,7 km/8ec/kpc*» and a; where a is
now an average coefficient of absorption, - 0.65 + 0,05
magnitudes per klloparsec for visual, and probably not
more than 0.1 mag/kpc greater for the photographic
scale.
We can make Oort's formula more general. Let
us define (this is usually determined theoretically)
® where V is the velocity of rotation at a die-
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tance R from the center, A Is the Oort constant of
radial velocity and B Is the Oort term for proper motions,
A can be written as 1 V - IdV. We can then write V = r
/ .
^ 2dR 2(K + Asln (I-Iq 4- Bcos (I-Iq) cos^b.
Let us consider the case of pure expansion.
There would be no differential rotation and thus A r 0.
If, on the other hand, there Is pure rotation, there will
be no K nor B term, (K s B = 0) Therefore, we can see
that although the results give a double wave term, this
alone Is no proof of rotation. In fact, there are two
objections to the rotation hypothesis. One Is that
other galaxys appear to rotate as solids, not planetary,
as Maxwell had stated must be, and the other Is the Jus-
tification of the existence of clusters with the pres-
ence of the large shearing effect observed, l.e. If
we accept the present hypothesis.
We can put a set of new dimensions on the
system now that we know the effect of the Interstellar
medium on light. This now reduces the distance to the
center as determined from the geometric consideration
of the globular clusters to 9,000 parsecs and the dia-
meter of the system to 30,000 parsecs.
Sanford studied the distributions of the faint
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lie at a great distance from the galactic plane and
found the geometric center of the system to be in the
direction of 1^ r 524° 4 3°.
Joy's work on ceplieids covers the most distant
objects that can be applied in Oort's formula, and his
results agree well with the double sine curve that vre
hope differential rotation gives. From a least squares
solution he is able to give the direction of the rota-
tional center as in the direction 1^ r 324. From
their investigations, Plaskett and Pearce get 325°,44l°,l
and Merrill ajid Sanford from the most unreliable source
of data, the Interstellar medium, 329°.
The close agreement of these values is important
for it shoim that the material and rotational centers
coincide and that the systematic motions of the stars
are perpendicular to and not inclined to the radius
vector, (If there i^rere spiral orbits, there would be
an inclination)
Let U0 next take up the stare of high velocities.
Ve must first consider the solar motion, not the pecu-
liar motion of the sun, but that due to rotation. This
has been treated dynamically and observatlonally. The
latter by means of comparing the motions of globular
clusters. It is assumed that as the system of clusters
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Is spherical, they are not In rotation with the rest of
the galactic objects, but form a stationary framework.
Both theory and observation agree well. One of the
determinations Is by Edmondson^ from 26 glovular
clusters he gets a velocity of 274 km/sec, Oort regards
this figure as about the true value.
It was Lindblad who offered the explanation for
the observed directional effect of high velocity stars,
so simple that It had been overlooked. Lindblad stated
that these fast moving stars were not running away from
the sun, but lagging behind. That the stars v/lth the
high velocities were the slow moving stars. (Fig 11)
As a clinching point for the argument, he took the data
at hand, that the sun was traveling with a velocity of
276 kin/sec and that all stars moving with velocities
greater than 65 km/sec with respect to the sun were
moving In the same direction, and showed that If they
were traveling 65 km/sec faster that the sun they would
be exceeding the velocity of exoape from the system.
The assyraetry of the high velocity stars Is an Inevitable
consequence of rotation, for all the objects moving
faster than the velocity of excape will have left the
system many years ago. As Eddington puts It, stars
1
.
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can lag behind without any serious consequences, but if
a star goes too fast, the attraction of the system will
fall to control it and It will escape.
There Is a distressing lack of data for the
southern hemisphere, data that is urgently needed to
confirm the rotation theory, Eddington expresses it in
his typical style: "This is the operation which Kapteyn
used to describe as ‘flying with one wing'. By mathe-
matical dexterity the required constants of rotation
have been extracted from the lop-sided data; but no
mathematical dexterity can avert the possiblity that the
neglected part of the sky may spring an unpleasant sur-
prise. As a spectator I watch the achievements of our
monopterous aviators with keen enthusiasm, but I con-
fess to a feeling of nervousness when my turn comes to
depend on this mode of progression,"
We have considered the constant of differential
rotation at quite some length. Let us look at the B
term in Oort's work. The B term is a measure of the
systematic trend of proper motions of stars due to
galactic rotation. It is really the mean proper motion
of the stars distributed uniformly around the galactic
plane, due to the differential rotation, B will be
found in the direction of galactic rotation. To
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In the Oort-Lindhlad theory of galactic rotation, the nuclexi|b
of the system is the chief controlling factor of the stellalr
motions .If this is so, the only explanation for finding the
high velocity objects near the sun is that in the above dia
gram. The sun, at its distance from the center and with its
velocity ,will travel in a circular orbit, or to within a verj^
close approximation to this .Objects that are at the solar
distance and moving 80 ion. /sec. faster,will be exceeding th|
velocity of escape of the system. Ob jects going 80 km. /sec.
slower,will not have sufficient energy to maintain a circullkr
orbit, that is the velocity will not be great enough to
carry the star around in a circular orbit and the result is
that the orbit will take on an elongated shape.As the *high
velocity* stars are all of early type ,we have found another
phenomenon that resists explanation, that is that the early
type objects travel on elongated orbits,while the later
types( not M giants } confine themselves to circular orbs.
This
,
possibly ,may be attributed to something dealing
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illustrate the effect. If we consider the sun at the
origin and draw the coordinate axes, the direction of
the B effect, if applied to the extremities of our
axes will form a Nazi Swastika. Oort has adopted B as
being ,0027 per annum from proper motions.
It was mentioned earlier that B - A-V; solving
R
for the angular velocity (B=-0,013 km/sec), rounding
our value of A to 0,018 kra/sec/parsec, we get -0,0065
Q
peraannum. This works out to a period of 2,02.10
years. To the man who wrote the song Was Born a
Hundred Million Years Ago* goes the distinction of
having started life on the other side of the galaxy and
of having traveled just half way around it.
In geological times the sun has made five or
six revolutions around the galaxy which tends to an
assumption that the galaxy has not yet arrived in a
stable state. This can well be contrasted with the
millions of revolutions all the planets have made about
the sun to give the solar system some degree of what we
might terra permanence,
Bok^ determines the upper limit for the age of
the galaxy by investigating star clusters. It is easy
to see that if a differential rotation exists, the
open clusters will not bear any semblance to permanence
1 H.C.384
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but be sheared off by rotation. He believes 2,10^*^ years
is indicated as a reasonable upper limit. This would
mean that if the present state has existed, the sun has
made no more than a thousand circuits, We are inclined
to believe that the state has not been in existence and
so the sun has not made that many trips around.
Evidence indicates that some calamity occured
in the galactic system about 3.10® years ago, a calamity
of major proportions. The nature of it cannot be de-
termined, so that just whatdld happen remains a mystery,
but it means that we must consider that the sun has made
more than 20 trips around the galaxy. Evidence in
favor of this drastic event is the remarkable parallel-
ism exhibited in the motions of the stare in the loose
clusters, as if there had not been enough time for the
stars to influence each other's motions to any great
extent,
H, W, Babcock^ has published results that have
bearing on the rotation concept. From the appearance of
other galaxies, which are correctly termed extra-galac-
tic nebulae, the possibility of their rotation had
long been considered. Edge on they are flattened and
for the most part structureless
,
except sometimes there
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Certainly a suggestion of rotation is given by tliis picture
of a spiral nebula •This nebula, in Canes Venatlei, shows a
satellite at the end of one ara .There are indications of
dark nebulosity , star clouds, a massive nucleus and difi'use
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often look like a whirling pinwheel that has been
stopped by a high speed camera (Fig, 1^), Spectrosco-
pic investigations had given indications of rotation
(Fig. 14) and Babcock shows conclusively that the
Andromeda nebulae is in a state of rotation. Taking
points along the spectroscopic data he arrived at the
conclusions shwon by the graphs of Figures 15 and 16.
The most striking point is the approach to a constant
angular velocity of a considerable magnitude, for the
outer spiral arms. It is also interesting to note that
the curves dip to a value indistinguishable from Zero
at a point to 10 minutes from the nucleus. Babcock
suggests that it may possibly be sugnificant that this
minimum occurs at a region of somewhat decreased in-
tensity between the core and the spiral arms. The
effect may possibly be due to a non-uniform distribu-
tion of mass along the radius vector and in azimuth
also. The period of rotation of the outer arms is
determined as 9.2.10 years, less than that of our
system at the solar distance.
Most galactic investigators are of the belief
that our system partakes in a planetary type of rota-
tion. Stebblns and Whltford concluded that the outer
parts of our system held to this also^. We are faced
1 P.N.A.S.20#2,93, 1934
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Edgewise view of a spiral nebula, Of particular Interest is
the band of obscuring material clearly shown in this picture.
Nebulae oriented like this,help in the determinations of the




The most fanous of all nebulae,The Great Nebula in
Androiaeda,M 31. Our own galaxy is thought to be similar to
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with the dilemma that the nearest external system which
is believed to be similar to ours does not adhere to
Maxwell's postulate, or at least that its outer arras
flirting with a downright defiance of the principle.
Although no other near complete investigations have been
made on other nebulae, there are Indications of similar
results.
To Interject here an interesting point, let me
mention Mowbray's investigation of ^the appearance of
our galaxy from other galaxies^. The space density of
stars in the neighborhood of the sun, as taken from
Bok. Van Rhljn's luminosity law, is applied, giving the
surface luminosity that the galaxy would have in the
solar neighborhood. At a distance of the Andromeda
nebulae (M31) this region would barely be visible, if
at all, on direct photographs. (The distribution of the
luminosity of the galaxy is believed to be similar to
that in M31.) The conclusion reached, indicated earlier
from photo-electric measures of M31 by Stebblns, is
that the extent of M31 is considerable larger than had
been previously expected. Miss Patterson has also
Investigated the extent of M3I by means of mlcro-densl-
tometer traces of direct photographs. Although they
have shown a spherical central system and a flatened
1 Pop. Ast. Dec. 1940
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sub system beyond the usual range, the Instrument on
which the plates were taken gives a complex vignette
background and the numerous corrections that had to be
made to the minute density measures, might be taken to
give the result a tinge of a "wishful thinking" flavor.
The previous paragraph shows that the period
of rotation of MSI as determined by Babcock does not
apply to the outermost extent of the nebula but to a
region not too far from the corresponding position of
the sun In our system, and although there is a tendency
to approach a constant angular velocity In MSI, so that
the whole outer system has nearly the same period which
condition we do not believe exists in our systems, the
periods of the two systems at the point corresponding
to the solar distance, agree within a factor of 2.2.
In conclusion, we can state that all the large-
scale motions in our galaxy can be explained by a differ-
ential rotation, and the deviations from the expected
results can be attributed to small-scali deviations
from this. Although, seemingly, M31 does not partake
of a differential rotation at distances comparable to
the solar distance, the nebulae does rotate at a compar-
able velocity to our galaxy at that point. In view of
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VII
THE GALAXY - PRESENT - PAST - FUTURE
“Into this universe, and why not knowing,
Nor whence, like water willy-nilly flowing.
And out of It, as wind along the waste
I know not wither, willy-nilly blowing.”
Omar Kayyam
1. Present
Let us try piecing together these bits that we
have gathered of this galactic Jig-saw puzzle and see
Just what we have, where we are and what to expect.
It Is safe to say that our galactic system Is
a highly flatteded swarm of stars, dust, and gas, In
rapid rotation of some sort about an axis perpendicular
to the galactic plane. Over all, it can be expected to
assume the general form of an ellipsoid of revolution,
with modifications. I can think of three possible
caused for the failure to assume true ellipsoidal form.
These are: One, that the stellar density of space is
not uniform. Two, that the galactic system has not yet
existed long enough to take the proper dynamical form
that is indicated by its motion; Three, that in the or-
igin of the system, certain motions were given to the
system other than rotatlon-for example, expansion.
From elementary considerations of the photographs
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of extra-galactic nebulae we can be sure that the shape
of our system will be one of the three standard types,
Sind from our data at hand the typical spiral (Fig, 14)
Is indicated.
How can we say this with such a degree of
surety? Let us consider the types of nebulae. We can
rule that elliptical nebulae out, for In them no stars
are resolvable which could only mean that if there are
stars in these systems, they have low luminosities,
l.e. there etre no giant stars, or that the system Is
enveloped In some sort of haze. Neither condition
exists in our system. We have left the possibilities
of the galaxy being irregular, or a spiral of some
type, or of some form that has never been observed in
an extra-galactic system. The latter case we must
rule out on general principles, if for no better reason.
As only about of the external systems are irregular,
it seems that this condition is not too likely, aind
if we remember that our system must be regarded in a
state of rotation, it is hard to see how an entirely
irregular form could persist. Hence, if only by
elimination, or by probability, our system seems
likely to be a spiral nebula.
If we look into the results of star counting
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we can find some new data to use in our puzzle, Char-
ller, back in 1916 studied the space distribution of
B stars and concluded that these stars formed a sep-
arate local system. Since then density analyses have
been performed from general star counts and a negative
density gradient is thought to exist, the stars being
about 30^ as numerous at a distance 500 parsecs from
the sun as they are around the sun. Eddington states,
”It is sometimes hinted that Investigators place the
boundary of the local cluster suspiciously near the
distance at which the observational data fade away.”
If we are to consider the local system, we must accept
the negative density gradients as real. It Is Impor-
tant to remember that the effects of the admittedly
Irregular absorbing medium might well raise havoc
with any attempt to plot distribution by the star count
method.
If we summarize the more recent data given by
by star counts we get indications of local system that
is considerable elongated in the directions of Carina
and Cygnus. Out to considerable distance in the Cygnus
region the density remains fairly uniform (lOOOparsecs)
and then finally it appears to drop off. In the Carina
direction there Is a slight negative gradient, but
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taking the absorption Into consideration, this becomes
em Increase in the density out to about 2000 parsecs.
In the direction of the galactic center there seems to
be a sudden drop at between 200-800 parsecs and then
a rapid rise.
Let us again look at the picture of a spiral
nebula and then come back to fit this new piece in
our own. The sun is apparently in one of the spiral
arms of the nebula. This arm comes out of the Saglt-
teirlus region winding through Carina, the region of
the sun and out to the Cygnus region, and on until it
diffuses into nothingness.
Goulds belt, a real phenomenon, is the name
applied to the band of the earlier tsrpe stars near the
sun. These form a band in the sky inclined about 12®
to the plane of the galaxy. We must merely assume
that the local system must be slightly inclined, and
this inclination is one way to differentiate between
members of the local cluster and intruders that are
controlled by other forces.
The existence of star clouds as sub-systems
has been investigated, and the hypothesis that the
system is made up of several dynamically Independent
clouds is found to be extremely unlikely. But we must
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regard the presence of concentrations as real.
Foremost of these Is the extremely flattened
dense concentration at the rotational and geometric
center of our system. This nucleus ^f the system
contains most of the mass of the system. From what
Information we can gather this system must have a
radius about SOOOparsecs , From a study of photographs
the nucleus of the M31 system appears to have a radius
of about 1/3 that of its system. Note the close agree-
ment of the two systems. From the nucleus of the sys-
tem as we proceed out, there is a sharp drop in density
and then we are at the spiral arms.
The spiral arms sweep out. In them are con-
densations, stars, clouds of nebulosity, superimposed
upon a steadily decreasing serai-homogeneous mixture
of galactic material. In density as we proceed out
along the radii. In one of these arms, about 2/3
way out along the radius (9000 parsecs from the center)
Is £ui average star, not very far from the center of
an Inconspicuous knot of stars. From any great dis-
tance, this knot Is hardly noticeable In comparison
with the more dense condensations and this star we
call the sun.
Whether the spiral arms are as well defined as
In M 51 or M 101, or more vague, as in M31 (Fig, 14)
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Is not certain, but the marked similarity of the star
clouds In our system and those in M31 indicate the
latter* Duncan made a long exposure on the M31 and
compared this with star clouds in our system. With the
proper allowance for distance, there can be no doubt
that the distribution in the two systems is practically
the same*
The whole galaxy may be regarded as comprising
several co-axial rotating sub-systems, with varying
degrees of flattening, depending on their speed of
rotation* From the spherical system of globular
clusters of radius of 4000 parsecs to the late type
giants, and so on to the extremely flattened system
of the main sequence stars, including the sun, with a
radius of 15,000 parsecs*
Let us take one last look at our old bugaboo,
the Interstellar medium* In a system of high rotation
we must consider it permeates the entire system. I
truly think that the best picture of its irregular
distribution comes from a consideration similar to that
explaining the stellar distributions, that we consider
the medium homogeneous, and evenly distributed for the
most part, aid blame the irregularities on a super-
positional effect or a tendency to form "drops.” In
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of such drops is a natural occurence, and must be ex-
pected, As to the giant diffuse and dark nebulosities,
we must pass them off to Inherent Irregularities,
Edge on views of other systems, and the effect of
/
absorption In our system, show us that the gas and
dust extend out In the central plane farther than any
other objects. The few condensations out here are
dark, for there are no stars to excite them, while
toward the center of the system, we find more and more
diffuse nebulae. The extent of the medium Is confined
very near to the central plane of the system. This Is
confirmed by counts of the extra-galactic presence of
galactic windows,^
Viewed from a distance, the medium would only
be detected as patches of luminous material, end patche
of obscuring material. In the latter case, we could
expect (the truth Is that even In our own system we
probably accredit falsely many star clouds that really
are not, simply because there boundaries are so sharp,
due to this dark stuff) oftentimes that It would be
regarded as a deficiency of stars rather than the
presence of obscuring material.
We must mention that cephelds of short periods
aind the red giants (M and N type) along with the plane-
1, Hubble, Ap.J, 79, 8, 1934,
>
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ctary nebulae move In orbits of high eccentricity, while
the longer period cephelds (lO days) and the main se-
quence stars assume nearly circular orbits.
One point that we had previously mentioned was
the K term of the local 0 and B stars. Bok has shown that
an observer near the center of a disintergrating cluster
would find a considerable K effect.
All evidence points to a rotating galaxy with its
disintergrating clusters due to planetary rotation.Yet in
passing, one word of caution.First tha data is very insufficient
and the theory is young.Lindblad now refers to epicycles
to explain certain effects ,which brings back thoughts of
how epicycles were used once before in planetary theory.
Remember also how the. smooth interstellar medium gave way
to an irregular one ,and many other such advances.
It happened one Independance day, in a small town .
Of course, there were many celebrations being held throughout
the country.During the evening display of fireworks,
an extremely interesting event occurea and I considered
myself fortunate to be present .An old man,who has since
passed on with his secret, showea me a receiving set he
had tuned to a wave-length of 6.2 meters. As a
beautiful series of pinwheel displays started, ( unfortunately
one exploded ) A signal came over his set. Uow I
had been considering him as nothing but a
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B ex *aii".d0ia S*d !to rldauax-avBtf x od X>a;iMd i^jad
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I VSfOTI adds Bid ^370 ©iSBO iBilgiE' A ( X)0doitrX0 dliO
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quack inventor and perhaps hadn't been too kind to him,
for I could see no value in his invention; in fact, I
was foolish enough to think that it couldn't work. The
1
exploding plnwheel ruined the receiver but we managed
to save the signal on the transcriber without too much
damage being done to it. Working at such a frequency
the transcription has to be replayed and enlarged, in
a process analogous to that of a photographic plate,
before any detail at all can be made out of it, as the
apparatus is so delicate that it can only be done once.
The reader must take ray word for what happened.
The message was somewhat garbled because of
the accident but we did get a bit out of it. It was
apparently from a singly ionized neon atom, in fact,
from what we made out of it, it came from the M electron
and was sent by an electronian atonomer. There was a
mention of the satellites that spun about the sun, and
of the many other suns at vast distances. He then
went deeply into the structure of the system, complain-
ing about the smoke that Interfered with racing accu-
rate observations. It was assumed that the system was
in a state of rotation from measures of the motions of
the suns, but it was not certain. But the most start-
ling was the discovery of ’’external systems" as they
were called, most of which were shaped as if they were
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In rapid rotation, but to appearances, were stationary.
There was one strange Irregular system that was hard
to account for and defied explanation, but it was
hoped that future observations would show the true
motions by displacements. All the systems were in a
stable state, particularly the local planetary system
for it had completed millions of cycles and
Here the message had trailed off, for it had endiired
for only one millionth of a second, but in that time,
we had covered the span of an entire civilization, and
all the prehistoric ages too. Thirty thousand genera^
tions. And that picture of the display that appeared
in the newspaper the next day, well, you should have
seen how that exposure at a hundredth of a second
stopped the pinwheels, you'd think they were station-
ary.
NOT that in all its aspects does the analogy
hold true, but to me, the concept of a plnwheel seems
most logical. The streaming out of matter along the
spiral arms, and as the arras do spread out as they
proceed, would certainly explain the local K term as
well as any other device, and the whole concept of
rotation enters in accordance vrlth our observations
of external systems, if not quite so well as with our
own. I think we've done pretty well with the data at
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hand in seeing the woods in spite of the trees,
2, Past
Good old Bishop Ussher gives us the time and
date of the creation (I question why he omitted the
place) as near 7 A.M, Friday, October 28, 4004 B.C.
There are two methods of proceeding: One is that we
can accept the good Bishop's statement, (there is ob-
viously no need of looking for another date, for I
doubt whether anyone has one much better, and certainly
not so precise )for certainly, if there is a God capable
of creating a universe, He is perfectly able to start
it off 6000 years ago with the same characteristics that
it v/ould have if it had started two billion years before
and developed along its own lines. Of course, the
other alternative is that it actually is as old as it
looks.
To start things off we must consider space,
and be it finite or infinite is a point we shall not
discuss here, as populated by a stationary gaseous
medium filling it to its entirety. These condensations
that we mentioned in the last section start to form,
and we must not think of this as anything but the nor-
mal thing to happen in a medium of such extent. Once
the condensations stert, the gravitational forces will
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attract more molecules and star particles until space
la full of ”gas drops*" We may wonder about one oddity,
and that Is that all the stars have nearly the same
mass* Why would old Mother Nature not let In soiae
exceptionally large stars, for wouldn't It seem that
the gas drop that formed first In any given neighbor-
hood have not only the prior rights, but the greater
attractive force, and as neighborhood bully t^e all
the near molecules Into Its gang? Mother Nature probably
did put up with many bullies In the early times* If
these bully "gas drops" assumed large enough propor-
tions, they could be regarded as the embryonic nebulae*
It would be nice to have this the case, for then we
could consider that there was a relationship at this
point, limiting the size of the drops so that all
galaxies, except a few dwarfs that would not be any
worry, would be of the same order of mass* Apparently,
this Is so, for the nearer normal nebulae, but does not
appear to hold as we go to greater distances, for
then the systems all appear to be smaller. Would It
not be nice to attribute this to some distance effect
rather than consider It as real? If the bully drops
were not of size enou^, then we can assume that swarms
of drops )and now the average drop Is comparable to a
stellar mass) were formed by attractive forces to five
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US galaxies. It could be that before, during, or after
this process the drops condensed enough to be considered
stars.
As gravity works on a drop of gas, it compresses
it causing the central temperature to rise. At a cri-
tical point, the drop starts the process of generation
of energy and become s a star.
At the first critical temperature, the stellar
interior has become hot enou^ to release the sub-atomic
energies of Duterlum ( ) by reactions with Hydrogen.
The star in this state is diffuse ( has an extremely
low density) and is at a low temperature. These are
the red giant stars. Soon the Duterlum is burned out
and the process is a bit hazy. Gamow suggests that the
gravitational forces again come into play to raise the
temperature to the reacting level, but it would seem
to give a more continuous performance if the Duterlum-
Hydrogen reaction Itself raised the central temperautre
to the next critical point. As the temperature Increases
the star passes through the red giant stage, through
the Lithium, Beryllium and Boron reactions with Hydrogen,
and then steps into the main sequence and the now famous
Carbon cycle.
Up until now, the reacting elements have soon
burned themselves outl. Each step has been a short one.
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but now the star is ready to stride out in manly fashion,
and it does. Bethe^ has shown that the Carbon cycle
will fit all main sequence stars and gives an age of
2(10)^^ years to them. This agrees so well with tie
observed that there is little to do but accept it
until sone thing better comes along.
3. Future.
Our sun has been in this present stage of the
main sequence for about some 2(10)^ years, but if it
follows our nuclear reaction scheme, it is growing
steadily: hotter. As it heads toward the early part of
the main sequence we are faced with the prospect of
the earth being burned to acinder long before the sun
becomes a B type star, and then with lifeless companion
satellites, the sun will degenerate into a blue, white
and then red dwarf, and at long last, a cold rock in
vast space.
Regardless of where we look, the future offers
the same thing in all directions. The second law of
thermodynamics has sealed our fate. On our little
electron, civilization lasted out its few thousand
generations and then was scorched into eternity, the
plnwheel spun around a few more times, and then our
1. Phys.Rev. 55,434, 1939: Ap.J. 92, 118, 1940.
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sun died out, a dark cold frozen little body, and a faith-
ful family of 9 with no hope of ever being seen again,
for Its life Is over* One or two more sputters of the
plnwheel, for a few grains of powder were late In start-
ing, and It dies altogether, the wheel still spins but
except for a few fast-dying sparks In a degenerate state,
all Is dark* The other plnwheels are all dead too, and
running away* Don’t you remember the man saying that
our plnwheel would go for all of two minutes?
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